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About This Game

A new day begins for Tomo, he has inherited his grandmothers resort and must now prove himself to the bank that holds the
notes on the park.

To do this he needs to g 5d3b920ae0
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Came foru2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665 not enoughu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665in first 40 minutes tho.. looked
good seemed to promised lots of sexy girls but. it was lackluster, story seemed lame and flat animation was alright but for 2017
should be a bit better, It's worth it if you can get it for $2.. The games that launched 1000's of weeaboos wetdreams, just more
profits off cards for the rest of us.. Let's be clear : Beach Bounce is far better. This sequel is a bit hollow and very short. But if
you get it in discount or in a bundle, it's worth playing it.. Beauty Bounce is actually better than the original game, with a more
fair price for such little content. Itu2019s a full fan service visual novel that doesnu2019t try to be u201cdeepu201d or anything,
it was made to be like this. The same problem that happened with the previous game is still here, where Tomou2019s sprite is
just a shadow, but we SEE his f*cking face and body on CGs. Thereu2019s no point on doing this if the reader already knows
how he looks like. It became annoying, to be honest. BGM was okay, nothing memorable. The girls from the first game are
back, and there are some new faces too. Overall, itu2019s an okay title if you enjoy lots of fan service. Even so, I recommend
getting this title on a sale since I was able to finish the whole game in around one hour (I have 3 hours of gameplay registered
because I was getting the cards). 5/10.. Summary: Not as good as Beach Bounce. Lacks (compared to Beach Bounce) a bit in
variety,story, emotions,amount of situations, dialogue and possible endings. Endings & relationships lack variety and emotional
impact or craziness too. Part of this is due to it being a sequel, but still feels "thin" compared to 1st game Pros: Can "end up
with" all girls available for a group party - if you choose a certain dialogue path. Pretty much only reason I am giving a thumbs
up. Official patch for Un-censoring available. Writing for sexy time/endings fairly good. Cons: See Summary. Last Words: Buy
on sale like I did. Here's hoping that Bunny Bounce (series finale) regains the variety,zaniness & emotional impact of Beach
Bounce. That game was crazy (some of the girls/situations) and had genuine emotional impact (girls and also your relationship
with your father and grandma).. Not worth the full price considering the length nevertheless it is still decent to get in a discount.
Art is nice but the music could use an improvement. I just turned it off after a while to listen to something else. This serie could
be so much better if there was voice acting + in uncensored version visible male parts during intercourse because it kind of
looks weird, unnatural and lacking as it is now. Also it kind of sucks that if you want to have a good ending you cant really have
much fun if at all until the very end, that is especially true for this one because unless you lick the boots of that bank employee
you are basically screwed though I guess it is kind of realistic as you wouldnt really be able to screw around if you wanted to
save your business in real world too.. I fapped myself to 100% acheivs and all hidden galleries. I used to fap for no reason, now
all those years of fapping is finally paying off. 10/10 Would fap my way to acheivments again.

Bunny Bounce now Live : We are happy to announce the release of the final chapter of Tomo's life at the Beach Bounce Resort.
Bunny Bounce on Steam. Check it out now, while it is on discount for release.. Patreon Campaign : We are happy to announce
that Dharker Studios is now on Patreon, delivering patrons daily artwork, weekly polls and monthly competitions for awesome
physical rewards. Plus patrons also receive copies of the various games we produce and release, and with many games in
development there are lots of great rewards to enjoy. Checkout the campaign for more details and potentially have your say in
how we develop future games and the content that is included within them.. Bunny Bounce now Live : We are happy to
announce the release of the final chapter of Tomo's life at the Beach Bounce Resort. Bunny Bounce on Steam. Check it out
now, while it is on discount for release.. Love Stories All Ages Released : The new version of Negligee: Love Stories, releases
today, it has been specially created so that there will be no region restrictions so that anyone can purchase and play the game on
Steam. Check it out now as it releases in less than an hours time.. Patreon Campaign : We are happy to announce that Dharker
Studios is now on Patreon, delivering patrons daily artwork, weekly polls and monthly competitions for awesome physical
rewards. Plus patrons also receive copies of the various games we produce and release, and with many games in development
there are lots of great rewards to enjoy. Checkout the campaign for more details and potentially have your say in how we
develop future games and the content that is included within them.. Battle Girls Game Release : Dharker Studio and Brightly
Studios latest game is now live on Steam. Checkout the game now and be the latest guy to pilot Mechs alongside a group of
female co-pilots, and maybe have a romance along the way.
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